Volleyball 2019 Season Travel Roster
1. Kayla Mull *certified to drive vans
2. Riley Schenk *certified to drive vans
3. Mackenzie Sims *certified to drive vans
4. Morgan Farley
5. Jo Lyn Jurek *certified to drive vans
6. Kailee Cunningham
7. Olivia Baumhoer
8. Caitlin Clarke
9. MacKenzie Daub
10. Emily Reedy
11. Madison Clayton
12. Kendall Souder *certified to drive state vehicles but NOT vans
13. Renee Lemke
14. Faith Hayes
15. Alissa Dickson
16. Kirsten Bogunovich
17. Nina Billotto
18. Ashton Wronikowski
19. Jordan Gibson (will not travel)
20. Noah Mull (van driver as needed - *certified to drive vans)